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In order to improve the effect or characteristics of Python data analysis and attribute information extraction, a method for
intelligent decision system is proposed. The content of the method is as follows: to create a big data mining model for optimal
decision making, to use smart data integration method to integrate data functions, to reconstruct management data evaluation
information, and to extract and use management multidimensional information parameters regularly. Characterization
methods multidimensional information breakdown and optimization of features are performed, characteristics are classified
according to their differences, and management and decision-making optimizations are implemented. Based on linguistic
Python, combined with rich and powerful libraries such as regular expression, urllib2, and Beautiful Soup, this paper discusses
the methods of building modular web data collection, HTML parsing, and capturing link data. The experimental results show
that there is a certain gap in the decision support time of the three methods with the change of iteration times. Among them,
the decision support time of the method in this paper is always less than 2 s, while the time of the other two methods is
longer. Compared with the other two methods, the decision support time of the method in this paper is shortened by about
1.7 s and 3.1 s, respectively. This is because this method classifies the data attribute gap in decision support, which saves the
time of decision support. It is verified that the method in this paper can carry out decision support quickly and has certain
reliability. It is proved that intelligent decision system can effectively improve Python data analysis and attribute information
extraction.

1. Introduction

The optimized decision support system architecture based
on intelligent data analysis has the advantages of big data
mining and potential law discovery, fast calculation and
temporary storage of multisource heterogeneous data
streams, and management information scheduling. Based
on the system efficiency of intelligent data analysis for opti-
mal decision-making, the whole chain operation and main-
tenance mechanism with optimal decision-making support
data acquisition, integration, pooling, and perceptual
decision-making is constructed, and the overall framework
of optimal decision-making support system is designed. In
order to optimize the decision-making and information
management and improve the efficiency, the overall frame-
work of the decision support system is constructed, as shown
in Figure 1 [1]. In Figure 1, the overall framework of service

quality optimization decision support system and the opti-
mization decision support system based on intelligent data
analysis designed in this paper includes four modules: big
data mining, fuzzy decision model, management and control
information scheduling, and data analysis module of optimi-
zation decision. Among them, the main task of big data min-
ing module is to make big data statistics and obtain the main
data characteristics [2].The fuzzy decision model module
mainly extracts the features of the data collected by the big
data mining module through fuzzy decision; among them,
the main function of the big data mining module is to per-
form big data statistics and obtain basic data properties;
The fuzzy decision model module mainly uses an uncertain
decision-making method to decompose the properties of
the data collected by large data mining module; the main
function of management and control is the information-
based scheduling module. The task is to recover the
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intelligent data of the information evaluated by the manage-
ment informatization and to obtain the multidimensional
information parameters of the management. Optimal
decision-making data analysis modules mainly classify char-
acteristics according to differences and optimize manage-
ment and decision-making [3]. The system functions are
realized through the model construction of these four mod-
ules. Linguistic Python is an interpretative computer lan-
guage, which is popular for its concise syntax style, strong
community support, and many mature libraries applied in
various fields. It runs based on linguistic Python interpreter
and currently supports all mainstream operating systems,
including but not limited to UNIX, Microsoft Windows,
and Linux. In terms of syntax style, it also supports proce-
dural programming like C language, as well as object-
oriented programming like C + + and Java [4]. At the same
time, its MapReduce function also supports functional pro-
gramming like Lisp. In terms of community support, lin-
guistic Python is currently financially supported by the
Python software foundation, and growing free programmers
have joined its development community. At present, there
are two stable versions of Python interpreters, Python 2
and Python 3. Among many languages, Python’s commu-
nity foundation is very outstanding. The development of
various scientific computing libraries has been in a state of
rapid development as early as around 2000 [5]. In terms of
library support, due to the simplicity of its syntax, Python
has a considerable number of libraries in other interdisci-
plinary fields in addition to simple computer disciplines,
such as scientific computing, geographic mapping, and the
construction of the most popular deep neural network.
These characteristics of Python language make it an excel-
lent choice for small and medium-sized projects that develop
specific functions across disciplines described in this paper.

2. Literature Review

Liu and others first proposed the concept of formal back-
ground of decision-making, which expanded the research
direction of rule extraction. For general decision information
systems [6], Wang and others proposed a concept of gener-
ation from the formal background of decision-making and
then derived an algorithm without redundant rules. The
algorithm reduces the complexity of the algorithm to a cer-
tain extent, but in some cases, there are still redundant attri-
butes in the obtained rules [7]. Fedyaev and others
granulated the attributes and objects in the formal back-
ground, reducing the scale of the formal background and
the complexity of the algorithm, but the granulation makes
the algorithm lose the accuracy of knowledge reduction to
a certain extent [8]. Li and others studied if then rules based
on formal concept analysis and proposed a nonredundant
rule acquisition algorithm. The algorithm obtains rules
according to the relationship between conditional concept
lattice and decision concept lattice, but it has low applicabil-
ity for rule extraction of large-scale data sets. By introducing
the concept of decision premise [9], Shkapov and others
proposed the decision implication canonical basis. Although
it can effectively inhibit the generation of redundant rules,

the generation of decision implication canonical basis pre-
sents exponential complexity [10]; Abed-Elmdoust and
others proposed a decision implication canonical basis gen-
eration algorithm based on the real premise, which effec-
tively reduces the complexity of the algorithm [11].
Reshadat and others introduced formal concept analysis into
granular computing theory, proposed the concept of fuzzy
information particle based on the information particle
described by formal concept, and discussed the relationship
among necessary information particle, sufficient information
particle, and sufficient and necessary information particle in
detail [12]. Xiao and others believe that the initial solution
method is to use the rule-based expert system, that is, first
obtain knowledge from domain experts and then model
and embed an effective reasoning engine to use domain
knowledge under different decision-making conditions.
KBS depends on the valuable, concise, and high-quality
knowledge of domain experts [13]. Liu and others used the
CNN (convolutional neural network) neural network to
decipher the sentence features of the task. The two neural
network structures, RNN and CNN, are the two most effec-
tive ways to automatically learn sentence features for in-
depth study. This unique method of self-study has made
great strides in other areas of artificial intelligence. This is
very important for the development of natural language. In
other words, there is no need to rely on grammar analysis
tools such as the traditional NLP (natural language proce-
dure), which attracts the attention of scientists because they
can automatically learn the features of a sentence [14].

Based on the current research, this paper proposes a
method for intelligent decision system. The specific content
of this method: The optimization decision making big data
mining model is built, intelligent data fusion method is
adopted to improve the characteristics of data fusion, smart
management informationization evaluation information
data is refactored, multi-dimensional information manage-
ment parameters is extracted, frequent items feature decom-
position method is used to optimize information of
multidimensional decomposition and feature extraction.
According to the differences in classified attributes, optimize
management and decision-making. Based on Python, com-
bined with positive expression, urllib2, Beautiful Soup, and
other rich and powerful libraries, we explore the method of
building modular web data collection, HTML parsing, and
fetching linked data.

3. Information Extraction Based on Intelligent
Decision System

3.1. Big Data Mining Module. In order to implement data
mining and information management in intelligent
decision-making systems, it is necessary to first create a large
data statistical analysis model, introduce a fuzzy correlation
constraint method to support data optimization decisions,
and develop a fuzzy data parameter model. Limit data rele-
vance and introduce association rule mining methods [15,
16]. Big data mining and data database design, combined
with the level of information extraction in the smart
decision-making process, is a smart decision-making system
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designed to integrate functions and schedule adaptations.
The information extraction information system design is
combined with fuzzy information scheduling technology to
optimize the decision support process and obtain the feature
quantity of optimal decision support. uðs2, xÞ represents the
cross-correlation characteristic quantity of the database.
Using the statistical analysis method, it is obtained that the
fuzziness function of the optimization decision support is
u2ð~xÞ, the constraint index parameter set of the optimization
decision support is VI, and the sample set is

�Wi =
1
m
〠
m

q=1
W vi, pq
� �

: ð1Þ

C represents the distribution set of optimal decision sup-
port scheduling, Cðvi, vjÞ represents the joint correlation fea-
ture of optimal decision support, and the spatial resolution
function of optimal decision support scheduling is
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Using the method of correlation feature resolution detec-
tion, it is obtained that the ambiguity function of the
resource base to be supported by decision is
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In equation (3), f ðtÞ is the quantitative set of optimiza-
tion decision, and ρða, bÞ is the similarity characteristic
quantity.

3.2. Decision Model Module Based on Data Analysis. The
fuzzy decision model of information base management is
established. On this basis, the association rule distribution
sets RN and XN for optimizing decision support are estab-
lished, and the association distribution relationship is
obtained as follows:
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The expressions of ∂q/∂w and ∂q/∂e are substituted into
the above equations to establish the decision function of
optimization decision support. The information base model
of information management and the statistical analysis
model of optimization decision are obtained by multiple
regression analysis method as follows:
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For the big data analysis model of management, the asso-
ciation feature quantity of optimization decision is extracted,
and the fuzzy association feature detection method is used
for information distributed detection. The attribute set of
information base management can be obtained as follows:
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Build an information fusion model to optimize decision
support and calculate the similarity feature of decision [17].
Identified as C (Y), the template function of optimal decision
support can be obtained as follows:

Sim X, Yð Þ = cos X, Yð Þ = C Xð Þ ⋅ C Yð Þ
C Xð Þj j ⋅ C Yð Þj j : ð7Þ

Combined with the construction of the difference function
of optimization decision support, the evaluated fitness func-
tion can be obtained:

~wi
k = ~wi

k−1
p zk/~xik
� �

p ~xik/xik−1
� �

p ~xik/xik−1
� � , ð8Þ

where ~xik is the ambiguity function of management decision,
~wi
k−1 is the distribution feature set, and the K + 1 time infor-

mation code is:

xi k + 1ð Þ = xi kð Þ + s
xj kð Þ − xi kð Þ
xj kð Þ − xi kð Þ		 		

 !
: ð9Þ

The distributed information coding technology is used to
obtain the distributed feature quantity, the intelligent data
fusion method is used for data feature fusion, and the intelli-
gent optimization model for optimization decision is estab-
lished. The optimization iterative formula is:
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where N1 ×N2 is the dimension of information distribution,
ðmvx,mvyÞ is the statistical feature of information distribu-
tion, and f iðx, yÞ and f i−1ðx + d1, y + d2Þ, respectively, repre-
sent the frame difference function. According to the
construction of decision model, optimization decision support
and optimization control are carried out.

3.3. Management Information Dispatching Module. The
results of the management informatization assessment data
extraction show that the management informatization
assessment data is being intelligently reconstructed and a
quantitative analysis model is being developed for making
informed decisions [18]. The statistical function of decision
optimization is
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The above formula is the constraint index parameter set
of management, which is a standard normal distribution
function. Using the dynamic optimization method, an opti-
mization decision function composed of n characteristic
decision variables and m characteristic variables is con-
structed. The mathematical model of optimization decision
is shown as follows:

min F xð Þ = f1 xð Þ, f2 xð Þ,⋯, f m xð Þð ÞT

s:t:gi ≤ 0, i = 1, 2,⋯, q
hj ≤ 0, i = 1, 2,⋯, p

ð12Þ

Through the similarity fusion method, the optimization
decision and information fusion are carried out, and the
optimization decision model is obtained as follows:
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The membership degree of the optimization decision-
making subordinate is recorded as CF = hF,Q, n, RT1, RT2,
RWi, and the multidimensional information parameters of
management are extracted. The frequent item feature
decomposition method is used for multidimensional decom-
position and feature optimization extraction of information.

3.4. Tool Introduction. For data analysts, it is important to be
aware of the many libraries integrated into linguistic Python.
Data analysis is generally divided into the following stages:
obtaining, storing, reading, calculating, describing, and ana-
lyzing. Therefore, understanding the main library is an
important part of data analysis [19, 20].

3.4.1. NumPy. NumPy is the basic module for computing in
linguistic Python. It can also deal with large matrices. Num-
Py’s data structure capacity can store any type of data, so
NumPy can integrate all kinds of data, and its performance
is much higher than Python’s nested list structure. There-
fore, when using Python for data analysis, most modules of
scientific computing will use NumPy library.

3.4.2. Pandas. Pandas are basic modules for reading, storing,
and configuring data structure types in linguistic Python.
Due to Panda’s flexibility, it can be more efficient for data
processing in Excel. Read Excel spreadsheets, select specific
columns, Excel spreadsheet data, convert data types, and
more.

3.4.3. Matplotlib. Matplotlib is a description module in lin-
guistic Python. Data representation is an essential module
for data analysis to make data easier to observe, to benefit
users, learners, and analysts, and to better understand the
potential value of data. Common types of representations
include bar charts, bar charts, pie charts, and scatter charts.

3.4.4. Pyecharts. Pyecharts is a class library for creating
ECharts diagrams. ECharts is an open-source JS database
from Baidu. You can create dynamically selectable images
with beautiful, changing visual effects. It can be used by data
analysts to demonstrate.

4. Experimental Results and Analysis

Python has simple syntax and is very close to natural lan-
guage. It has more than 100,000 third-party libraries cover-
ing website development, operation and maintenance, data
processing, and other fields, which greatly simplifies the dif-
ficulty of development and is very suitable for liberal arts
students to learn and develop. The application of Python
in corpus research mainly focuses on the segmentation, text
cleaning, part of speech assignment, and retrieval of English
text based on NLTK (Natural Language Toolkit) processing
package. The web data acquisition technology based on
Python has been very mature. Some scholars even demon-
strated Python teaching cases for humanities and social sci-
ence majors in detail. Therefore, this paper tries to use
Python to obtain the information of 1000 words on the
web page of an online dictionary, and extract the phonetic
symbols and writing symbols of the words in the web pages
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as an example to introduce the process of rapid acquisition
and extraction of corpus. Requests and Beautiful Soup can
directly retrieve and save the specified information of the
web page, which is the most efficient. However, due to the
slow processing speed of one page, network exceptions
may occur. Secondly, if you need to obtain other content,
you need to retrieve the web page again. So it is safest to
do two separate, slower but least network-influenced steps:
use requests to get all the web page information, save it as
a local file, and then use Beautiful Soup to extract the speci-
fied information.

Using Python language to carry out data analysis
includes the following basic processes: (1) For demand con-
firmation, in the process of data analysis, we should first
clarify the data use requirements, such as financial data anal-
ysis and process flow analysis, so as to deeply mine the data
characteristics and potential utilization value by adopting
appropriate data analysis methods according to the charac-

teristics of target data. (2) For data acquisition, after clarify-
ing the data analysis requirements, the target data shall be
collected as comprehensively as possible, and the specific
means can be local acquisition, web crawler acquisition,
etc. Among them, Python language is used for programming
to legally obtain relevant data in the network, so as to meet
the data acquisition requirements in big data analysis. (3)
For data preprocessing, before formal data analysis, data
preprocessing must be completed firstly, specifically by
merging, cleaning, transforming, and standardizing the tar-
get data to meet the needs of subsequent modeling and anal-
ysis. In this process, the data quality can be improved, so as
to improve the efficiency of data analysis. (4) In modeling
and optimization, modeling is an important link in the pro-
cess of data analysis. Specifically, the target data can be proc-
essed by establishing clustering model, association rules,
intelligent algorithms, etc. After modeling, its performance
shall be evaluated and optimized to ensure that it is suitable
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Figure 1: A method of linguistic Python data analysis and attribute information extraction based on intelligent decision system.
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for actual data analysis conditions. (5) After the data analysis
is completed, the results shall be displayed and output in
visual form to facilitate the users to use the data results [21].

Following the modular design idea, the whole system is
divided into modules, and each functional class is regarded
as a functional module. The advantage of this is that on
the one hand, it is easy to maintain the code and, on the
other hand, it can increase the reusability of the code. With
the help of Python’s powerful class library, the functions of
each module are realized: HTTP communication and data
interaction with the server using urllib2; regular expressions
and Beautiful Soup are used for text extraction and HTML
parsing. The process is shown in Figure 2.

Based on Python, establish a connection, analyze the
page characteristics, and write a link path constructor to
get the link, as shown in Figure 3.

Several data sets are tested below to verify the correct-
ness and effectiveness of the proposed algorithm. Some com-
mon data sets in UCI data set are selected, and the data sets
are discretized by Rosetta software. Then, the proposed algo-

rithm (denoted as algorithm A), rule extraction algorithm
based on classification consistency rate (denoted as algo-
rithm B), rule extraction algorithm based on granular matrix
(denoted as algorithm C), and other algorithms (denoted as
algorithm D) are applied to test the data set, respectively.
The experimental process is as follows: 8 groups of UCI data
sets (as listed in Table 1) are selected, and 4 algorithms are
used to obtain rules for the data sets, respectively, and the
number of reduction rules, rule length, and running time
obtained by each algorithm are recorded. The comparison
results are shown in Figures 4–6, respectively, and the run-
ning time pairs of each algorithm are listed in Table 1. The
algorithm in this paper extracts rules by extending the deci-
sion information system to the formal background of deci-
sion. According to the proposition , decision information
system can be extended into decision formal background.
Therefore, the decision information system was used as the
input of the algorithm, the simplest rule set was used as
the output of the algorithm, and the running time of each
algorithm was recorded. Moreover, the experimental process

Table 1: Comparison of running time of algorithm.

Data set Number of cases selected Condition properties
Running time

Algorithm A Algorithm B Algorithm C Algorithm D

Zoo 101 16 3.78 4.32 216.98 84.65

Iris 150 4 0.33 0.67 0.36 0.42

Wine 178 13 0.63 1.06 36.87 13.42

Glass 207 9 3.25 10.45 12.84 3.96

Eolian 336 8 0.65 3.54 5.97 4.12

Liver 345 6 1.36 4.67 3.65 14.31

Balance 625 4 0.34 1.92 2.36 6.87

Car 1728 6 6.51 27.69 25.98 447.65
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covered the data processing, core data structure construc-
tion, rule extraction, rule redundancy removal, and other
processes of each algorithm.

The correct recognition rate is the correct probability of
the whole recognition of each data set by the obtained rule
set [22]. The specific process is as follows: 50% of each data
set is randomly selected as the training sample, and each
algorithm is applied to obtain the rules of the training data
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set and record their own rules, and then the whole identifi-
cation of each data set is carried out. As can be seen from
Table 1, on the same data set, algorithm A has an obvious
time advantage in the process of acquiring rules compared
with algorithms B, C, and D, and can achieve the goal of
acquiring rules in a shorter time. In addition, it can be seen
from Figures 4–6 that algorithm A has fewer rules and
shorter rule length under most data sets, but the recognition
rate is similar to that of other algorithms, which indicates
that the rule set of algorithm A has stronger representation
ability. The advantage of algorithm A is that it takes the for-
mal background as the research object and defines the for-
mal vector. Then according to the knowledge granularity
and heuristic operator, rules are extracted from the form
vector so as to ensure the nonredundancy of rules and min-
imize the number of rules. From the point of view of cover-
ing domain, it also guarantees the minimum length of rules
and thus has a high recognition rate. At the same time, the
operation not only reduces the redundant calculation, but
also greatly reduces the actual time cost of the algorithm
and reduces the spatial complexity of the algorithm to a cer-
tain extent. The data given in Figure 7 is used as input for
optimization decision support, and multidimensional infor-
mation parameters of management are extracted. Frequent
term feature decomposition method is used for multidimen-
sional information decomposition and feature optimization
extraction, and statistical feature extraction results are
obtained, as shown in Figure 8.

To further validate the reliability of the method in this
paper, the reliability of the method, the CPT-FDR method,
and the decision support of the PSO method were tested
experimentally, and the obtained reliability is shown in
Figures 9–12.

According to the analysis of Figure 7, the optimization
decision support can be effectively realized by using the
method in this paper, and the dynamics of statistical feature
distribution is good. It shows that the adaptability of quanti-
tative evaluation is strong, because this method reconstructs
the intelligent data of management information evaluation
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information, analyzes the quantification of optimization
decision support, and realizes the free scheduling of
information.

According to Figures 9–12, the reliability of the three
methods for optimization decisions varies with the number
of iterations, and the reliability gap is large. Among them,
the decision support reliability of the method in this paper
is higher than that of CPT-FDR method and PSO method.
Compared with the other two methods, this method
improves the reliability by about 5.8% and 8%. This is
because before the optimization decision, the method uses
the intelligent data analysis method to preprocess the rele-
vant data and extract the data features, so as to ensure the
reliability of the data and improve the reliability. In order
to further verify the feasibility of this method, the time of
decision support of the method, CPT-FDR method, and
PSO method are experimentally analyzed. The experimental
results are shown in Figures 13–15.

By analyzing Figures 13–15, it can be seen that there is a
certain gap in the decision support time of the three
methods with the change of iteration times. Among them,
the decision support time of the method in this paper is
always less than 2 s, while the time of the other two methods
is longer. Compared with the other two methods, the deci-
sion support time of the method in this paper is shortened
by about 1.7 s and 3.1 s, respectively. This is because this
method classifies the data attribute gap in decision support,
which saves the time of decision support. It is verified that
the method in this paper can carry out decision support
quickly and has certain reliability.

5. Conclusion

Using methods to integrate data functions, reconstruct man-
agement data evaluation information, generate management
multidimensional data parameters, and constantly unpack
multidimensional properties by creating a large data mining
model for optimal decision-making. To achieve optimiza-
tion of feature classification, management, and decision
making according to the extraction and differentiation of
feature optimization. Using Python’s custom regular expres-
sions and a modular web data collection in combination
with rich and powerful libraries such as urllib2 and Beautiful
Soup to retrieve link data. When the method described in
the article is used to make optimal decisions, optimal deci-
sion support can be effectively implemented, and the distri-
bution of statistical characteristics becomes more dynamic.
When the method described in the article is used to optimize
decision support, the reliability of decision support can
reach 99.3%, which is 5.8% and 8% higher than the tradi-
tional method. When the method described in the article is
used to optimize decision support, the decision support time
is relatively short, always less than 2 seconds. The results of
the experiment confirm that the method described in the
article is of great importance for optimizing management
decision-making, improving the reliability of rational deci-
sion-making, and using it in management and informatiza-
tion schedules.
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